
           
IFT Annual Awards 2022 

Category Guidelines 

Please see below for guidelines on the 11 categories available to enter in 2022. Please note that the 

‘Turnaround of the Year’ category now has 3 awards available: SME Turnaround, Mid-Market Turnaround 

and Large Company Turnaround. 

Please remember to include clear financial information in your submissions demonstrating at least two 

successful years trading since engagement of professional turnaround expertise.  

 

Turnaround Adviser of the Year  

This award is focussed on advisory firms (accountants/consultancy firms) or individuals within those firms 

actively involved in the Turnaround & Restructuring Marketplace e.g. actively engaged in the community 

through membership of a relevant organisation and/or demonstrating how you support the rescue culture. 

You should provide specific cases or examples relevant to the last 2 -3 years, which may include either 

intensive assignments or working on a portfolio basis with businesses. In either case, the judges are seeking 

evidence of  sustainable turnarounds in the long term. You should also note that the judges will be looking 

for breadth rather than success in a single situation.  

 

Independent Turnaround Adviser of the Year 

This award is focussed on independent turnaround professionals (including those who operate within a 

boutique or on an associate basis) taking on key roles within businesses such as CRO, CEO, CFO or as 

Chairman or non-executive. You will be actively involved in the Turnaround & Restructuring Marketplace 

e.g. actively engaged in the community through membership of a relevant organisation and/or 

demonstrating how you support the rescue culture. You should provide specific cases or examples relevant 

to the last 2 -3 years, which may include either intensive assignments or working on a portfolio basis with 

businesses. In either case, the judges are seeking evidence of sustainable turnarounds in the long term. 

You should also note that the judges will be looking for breadth rather than success in a single situation.  

 

Rising Star 

This award is for an individual below partner and senior management level who has been actively and 

visibly involved in multiple turnarounds in recent years and is likely to become a future senior participant 

in the profession. An understanding of the individual’s wider contribution to the profession will be helpful 

in the assessment process. Candidates may come from any of the professions involved in turnaround, 

including lawyers, advisers, bankers or investors.  

 

 



           
Legal Adviser of the Year 

This award is aimed at legal firms or individual lawyers actively involved in the Turnaround & Restructuring 

Marketplace who can demonstrate involvement in the community through membership of a relevant 

organisation. You must illustrate how you or your firm support the rescue culture and provide specific cases 

or examples relevant to the last 2 -3 years which demonstrate  your contribution to successful turnarounds.  

The judges will be looking at breadth rather than success in a single situation. 

 

 

SME Turnaround of the Year 

This award is for one private sector business turnaround up to £25m t/o with the focus on the business 

itself, not the investors, lenders or advisers (notwithstanding the fact they may be referenced in support 

of the submission). Please provide a detailed overview of the case and the specific elements that 

contributed to its success. This should include information such as; issues identified, actions taken, 

engagement with stakeholders and the outcome, clearly identifying the timeline of the turnaround journey 

alongside clear supporting financial information.  The business will typically have completed at least two 

successful years trading since engagement of professional turnaround expertise, or given recent 

circumstances, have demonstrated the ability to adapt successfully to pandemic conditions in order to 

protect or grow the business. The judges are specifically seeking evidence that the organisation is 

sustainable in the long term. 

 

 

Mid-Market Turnaround of the Year 

This award is for one private sector business turnaround between £25m - £100m t/o, with the focus on the 

business itself not the investors, lenders or advisers (notwithstanding the fact  they may be referenced in 

support of the submission). Please provide a detailed overview of the case and the specific elements that 

contributed to its success. This should include information such as; issues identified, actions taken, 

engagement with stakeholders and the outcome, clearly identifying the timeline of the turnaround journey 

alongside clear supporting financial information.  The business will typically have completed at least two 

successful years trading since engagement of professional turnaround expertise, or given recent 

circumstances, have demonstrated the ability to adapt successfully to pandemic conditions in order to 

protect or grow the business. The judges are specifically seeking evidence that the organisation is 

sustainable in the long term. 

 

 

 

 



           
Large Company Turnaround of the Year 

This award is for one private sector business turnaround over £100m t/o, with the focus on the business 

itself not the investors, lenders or advisers (notwithstanding the fact  they may be referenced in support 

of the submission) Please provide a detailed overview of the case and the specific elements that 

contributed to its success. This should include information such as; issues identified, actions taken, 

engagement with stakeholders and the outcome, clearly identifying the timeline of the turnaround journey 

alongside clear supporting financial information.  The business will typically have completed at least two 

successful years trading since engagement of professional turnaround expertise, or given recent 

circumstances, have demonstrated the ability to adapt successfully to pandemic conditions in order to 

protect or grow the business.  The judges are specifically seeking evidence of a sustainable turnaround 

showing that the organisation is sustainable in the long term. 

 

 

 

Not-For-Profit Turnaround of the Year 

This award is for one not-for-profit organisation with the focus on the organisation itself not the investors, 

lenders or advisers (notwithstanding the fact  they may be referenced in support the submission). Please 

provide a detailed overview of the situation and the specific elements that contributed to its success. This 

should include information such as; issues identified, actions taken and the outcome, clearly identifying 

the timeline of the turnaround journey alongside clear supporting financial information.  The organisation 

will typically have completed at least two successful years trading since engagement of professional 

turnaround expertise, or given recent circumstances, have demonstrated the ability to adapt successfully 

to pandemic conditions in order to protect or grow the business. The judges are specifically seeking 

evidence of a sustainable turnaround showing that the organisation is sustainable in the long term. 

  

 

Community Impact Turnaround of the Year 

This award is for one business or not-for-profit organisation with the focus on the organisation itself not 

the investors, lenders or advisers (notwithstanding the fact they may be referenced in support of the 

submission). It can relate to any size of organisation, the key focus being the difference made to the wider 

community, which may include (but not be limited to) : 

• impact of jobs saved within the local or national context 

• impact on supply chain and customer base 

• impact on an industry or skills 

• matters of public interest such as services supplied  



           
Please provide a detailed overview of the situation and the specific elements that contributed to its 

success. This can include information such as; issues identified, actions taken and the outcome, clearly 

identifying the timeline of the turnaround journey alongside clear supporting financial information.  The 

organisation will typically have completed at least two successful years trading since engagement of 

professional turnaround expertise, or given recent circumstances, have demonstrated the ability to adapt 

successfully to pandemic conditions in order to protect or grow the business. The judges are specifically 

seeking evidence of a sustainable turnaround showing that the organisation is sustainable in the long term. 

 

 

Special Situations Private Equity Provider of the Year  

This award is for a provider of equity who has been actively involved in the Turnaround & Restructuring 

Marketplace for example, being actively engaged in the community through membership of a relevant 

organisation and/or demonstrating how you support the rescue culture. You should provide specific cases 

or examples relevant to the last 2 -3 years, which may include either intensive assignments or working on 

a portfolio basis with businesses. In either case, the judges are seeking evidence of a sustainable 

turnaround in the long term. You should also note that the judges will be looking for breadth rather than 

success in a single situation.  

 

 

Special Situations Debt Provider of the Year  

This award is open to providers of debt or mezzanine finance including asset based lenders. Your 

submission will need to demonstrate active engagement in the community through membership of a 

relevant organisation and/or demonstrating how you support the rescue culture. You should provide 

specific cases or examples relevant to the last 2 -3 years, which may include either intensive assignments 

or working on a portfolio basis with businesses. In either case, the judges are seeking evidence of a 

sustainable turnaround in the long term. You should also note that the judges will be looking for breadth 

rather than success in a single situation.  

 

If you would like further support on your submissions please contact info@the-ift.com.  

mailto:info@the-ift.com

